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Nureva® HDL200 named Product of the Year

Systems Contractor News recognizes Nureva’s audio conferencing system for its impact on the pro
AV market
Calgary, Alberta --- November 2, 2020 --- Nureva Inc., an innovator in advanced audio conferencing
solutions, announces that its HDL200 audio conferencing system has been named a 2020 product of the
year by Systems Contractor News. The nominations and selection of winners are determined by an advisory
board of integrators and consultants, based on the product’s impact on the industry and its unique ability to
provide true full-room coverage in virtually any space configuration. Nureva’s HDL200 audio conferencing
system provides the optimal audio environment for dispersed meetings. With refined aesthetics and 4,096
virtual microphones providing true full-room coverage, the HDL200 system is purpose-built for any space up
to 18' x 18' (5.5 x 5.5 m) and it installs easily almost anywhere – on a wall, floor stand or display. The system
calibrates automatically and continuously so the room is always ready to go for every meeting style – even if
the room is reconfigured.
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Powered by patented Microphone Mist™ technology, the HDL200 system and the full line of Nureva’s audio
conferencing systems bring clear, reliable audio to meeting and learning spaces. Microphone Mist
technology fills a room with thousands of virtual microphones so in-room participants can move around,
maintain physical distance and still be heard clearly by remote participants. The HDL200 system continues to
gain popularity globally, with customers such as Appleby College and Kent Police College.
“We are thrilled to have the HDL200 system recognized as making a positive impact in the industry,” said
Nancy Knowlton, Nureva’s CEO. “This award reflects the revolutionary capabilities of Microphone Mist
technology and its unique ability to make remote meetings easier and more productive, especially during
these unprecedented times.”
About Nureva audio solutions
Nureva’s line of audio conferencing systems solve the frustrating and persistent problem of poor audio
performance in meeting and learning spaces from large to small. Nureva’s patented Microphone Mist
technology places thousands of virtual microphones throughout a space to pick up sound from any location,
ensuring that everyone is clearly heard regardless of where they are in the room or the direction they are
facing. The systems use sophisticated algorithms to simultaneously process sound from all virtual
microphones to provide remote participants with a clear, reliable listening experience. Broad deployment of
multiple Nureva systems is supported by Nureva Console, a cloud-based platform that makes it easy for
organizations to manage their systems across multiple locations from a single, secure dashboard. For more
information, visit the Nureva website.
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